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Dead U.S. troops dragged through Mogadishu. Clinton escalates involvement. pg. 3

The Prophet goes behind the scenes with Hollywood legend Gerasmos Livitsanosp. 10
From the editor’s desk...

Calle-in-Chief

Greeting’s & salutations! I am freshly returned from the SGA leadership Conference held this weekend. It was an excellent opportunity to get to know all the SGA members. The legislators were very hospitable and the E-board worked furiously to make the weekend a success. My unending gratitude to all of you. (One suggestion - lose the megaphone, Liz)

Upon returning to sunny Newark, I was greeted by news of the civil unrest in the equally sunny Moscow. The images I watched on CNN into the wee hours of the morning were incredible. My fear that violence would erupt in the then unfolding situation last week became real. The hardliners holed up in the Russian White House pushed the hand of the democratically elected President Yelstin into using force. What happens next is anyone’s guess. But one thing is certain, these violent power struggles in countries with nuclear capacities are disturbing. (SDI doesn’t; it sound like such a bad idea afterall does it?)

Monday afternoon was not without its share of tragedy for Americans either. In Somalia, [see p16] 12 more American lives were lost and an undisclosed number were reported missing in action.

Regardless of what some may think of American responsibility in the Somalian conflict, it is clear that President Clinton’s decision to sent 200 additional troops onto the theatre of action in response to these casualties indicates an escalation of forces in that country.

Black, White, Hispanic, Asian, (fill in your own classification) male and female. Americans continue to lose their lives everyday. Didn’t Vietnam teach us anything? In an anonymous letter addressed to me, a person describing herself as “a woman of color” who is “not an American”, objected to my calling for the withdrawal of troops from Somalia. Had my words been turned to action by President Clinton seven days ago, the families of the newly dead 12 American soldiers would not be grieving today.

To say that America’s years of “forceful human bondage, hate and greed” obligates this nation to sacrifice it’s young is greed on your part “Ms. Anonymous.”

She continues on saying that “this (my comments on Somalia) is only the “feeding fuel for others like me.”” So “Ms. Anonymous it is you who hates. Hates me for expressing my view that calls for the safety of our American troops of all races, beliefs, gender etc., All of them equally my beloved fellow Americans.

As for the issue of “forceful bondage”, it is clear that you have not done your research “Ms. Anonymous.” Most if not all of the slave trade that came to the New World originated on the West Coast of Africa. Somalia is on the East Coast.

So Ms. Anonymous”, before you label someone you didn’t have the decency or courage to confront face to face a bigot or a racist, do your homework and learn the facts.

My concern for American troops neither indicates nor contains any preference to the color of their skin. To me, an American is an American and by your own admission “Ms. Anonymous”, you are no American.

God Bless America

George Calle
Editor-in-Chief
Dead U.S. soldiers in Somalia desecrated
• Up to 8 more held captive

by George Calle

The corpse and limbs of dead U.S. GI’s were dragged through the streets of the Somali capital, Mogadishu, after fierce fighting in that city this past Sunday which left 78 Americans wounded, 12 dead and up to 8 others missing in action and assumed captured.

The Clinton administration responded by ordering 200 more troops to the theatre of action thus escalating the operation.

The casualties sustained in a series of battles with the renegade warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid have captured the attention of congressional leaders. A Republican coalition on Capitol Hill yesterday submitted a formal statement to President Bill Clinton urging him to define his policy in that operation.

Leaders on both sides are calling for a much larger response than Clinton has offered demanding whatever action necessary to liberate the captured U.S. soldiers. Once liberated they are calling for the immediate withdrawal of all American troops from that country.

Yeltsin crushes rebellion as Russian White House burns

by George Calle

Communist hardliners holed up in the Russian Parliament in defiance to democratically elected President Boris Yeltsin’s decree which dissolved that body, were flushed out by Russian tanks last Monday morning.

The leaders of the rebellious group, former Vice-President Alexander Rutskoi and former Parliament Chairman Ruslan Kasbulatov were taken into custody after a 10-hour assault by forces loyal to Yeltsin.

Contrasts of the rebellion group, former Vice-President Alexander Rutskoi and former Parliament Chairman Ruslan Kasbulatov were taken into custody after a 10-hour assault by forces loyal to Yeltsin.

The confrontation between the two sides had been on-going since late July.

The hardliners who were leftovers from the ex-Soviet administration had been challenging Yeltsin’s reforms towards a free-market economy since then.

Yeltsin’s decree which dissolved that body, was flushed out by Russian tanks last Monday morning.

The leaders of the rebellious group, former Vice-President Alexander Rutskoi and former Parliament Chairman Ruslan Kasbulatov were taken into custody after a 10-hour assault by forces loyal to Yeltsin.

The confrontation between the two sides had been on-going since late July.

The hardliners who were leftovers from the ex-Soviet administration had been challenging Yeltsin’s reforms towards a free-market economy since then.

The 32-year-old Durant was shown with cuts and bruises and asked by an off-screen voice how he felt about the American operation in that country to which he responded, "I’m a soldier. I have to do what I’m told."

When asked about his sentiments on the deaths of innocents he replied, "Innocent people being killed is not good."

Since the 400 Rangers sent to capture Aidid arrived in Mogadishu in late August, they have engaged in dozens of nightly raids in the Somali capital. Congressional leaders now question the top brass’ decision to withdraw most of the force of 28,000 that were initially in the theatre of operations without having completely disarmed the warlords’ troops.

United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, responding to recent developments in the operation said, "This problem of Aidid strengthens the conviction I have held for almost a year...this is that our efforts to restore peace and prosperity in Somalia will not succeed unless we can disarm the clans and factions."

MGSC students expressed concern over recent events. John Tornichio, a sophomore Biology major said that he feels "we are getting into another Vietnam." Other students and faculty echoed this fear and expressed concern over the safety of our troops.

The Clinton escalation in the conflict signifies the administrations resolve to carry out the mission.

SGA news: CLUB budget frozen

by Gail Corrigan

At the SGA meeting on October 6, 1993 President James Appetite Cotter reported that CLUB’s budget (College Life Union Board) is “Frozen,” but the $80,000 appropriated to them by the SGA may be used if the activities have the potential to increase membership.

Janie DeLuca, Director of the Childcare Center addressed the SGA with the concern that the cost of the program is quite high for most student parents on campus. A bill was passed in which $5,600 be appropriated to the childcare Center. At this time, the cost is approximately $140 a week per student. The money will relieve some expense for students that apply for the program. The guidelines for eligibility will be set this week by the Welfare and Internal Committee of the SGA.

Presently 81 children are enrolled in the Child Care Center, 49 of which are children of students at MGSC. The bill passed 36-0-1.

Sal Anderson and Michael Costa, the voting and non-voting student members of the Board of Trustees attended the annual Board of Trustees retreat on Sunday, October 3, 1993. The petition was approved by the board unanimously for university status and ordered to be sent to the chancellor immediately. This opens the possibility of becoming Montclair State University by the end of the Spring 94 semester. Sunday marked the first time that MSC students trustees were allowed to participate in the bi-annual evaluation of President Reid’s performance. At this time Anderson & Costa were allowed to give their perspectives as students as to President Reid’s accomplishments over the last two years.

Tammy Sayers spoke on behalf of BACCHUS (boosts alcohol consciousness concerning the health of university students) to announce that Sunday, October 17, 1993 begins National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week. A bill was passed in which SGA will co-sponsor the event by donating $500 to BACCHUS. The bill passed 25-2-6.
Trip Includes:

- 2 Nights Lodging at Chalk Hill in Southern Pennsylvania
- Bus Transportation
- One full day of ‘Wet and Wild’ Rafting

Cost:

- $50 with MSC i.d.*
- $65 without (non-students)*

For More Info:

- Contact the Conservation Club at 655-5102 or
- Stop by the office in Student Center Annex Room 120

The Conservation Club is a Class One Organization of the S.G.A. • $25 deposit, balance due by Oct. 11
Students and faculty express concern about overcrowding of classrooms

by Debi Allen

Overcrowding in classrooms at MSC are causing students grief as well as causing teachers to lose their morale and their ability to teach effectively.

According to Dr. Judy Shillcock, a member of the Biology faculty, the huge demand for classes and the decreasing number of full-time faculty are two of the reasons.

Shillcock said that some of the Biology labs that are properly equipped for 24 students are currently seating 30 or more. In order for a lab to be conducted so all students get the instruction they need, Montclair has to start limiting the number of students, she said.

Students can not learn if there are numerous amounts of people in the lab, let alone be safe, Shillcock said.

Accomodating students

Dr. Arlene King, Chairperson for the Department of Counseling, Human Development and Education Leadership, said that since Montclair is a state college it is necessary to accommodate all students.

“We are here to serve the public and help them get the tools they need to succeed in life,” King said.

King said that she has to draw the line, but if a student needs a course to graduate she will make exceptions.

According to King the limit for her departments classes are 24 and for smaller discussion classes it is 18.

“Beyond 24 students we lose our ability to teach effectively,” King said.

King said that it is a judgment call that every Chairperson has to make and that they can only stretch the class limit so far before they undermine their programs.

Both Shillcock and King mentioned a concern for the decreasing number of full-time faculty over the past five years. Both the Biology and Counseling Departments have had faculty retire and die.

The increasing number of students and the decreasing number of faculty are factors that are hurting some departments more so than others, Shillcock said.

Class One treasurer stripped of position at WMSC by SGA

by Christina Anello

The treasurer of Class I Concerts was denied her request to remain treasurer of WMSC this past August. Janet Besterci, 21, was forced to resign after the new SGA members took office.

WMSC held a spring election to fill the position of treasurer. The Attorney General for SGA, Francois Dauder, was at the election and made sure that it complied with all SGA regulations. Besterci was legally voted into office.

“There was no rule against it,” said Besterci. On June 1, SGA members changed and said that Besterci could not hold two office positions.

SGA felt that in order to fulfill all obligations of an office such as treasurer, the student must concentrate on one position.

“It’s like me rubbing my stomach and chewing gum at the same time...which I can’t do,” said President of SGA, James A. Cotter.

“SGA wants both organizations properly staffed,” he said.

Cotter also feels that it's most important in an organization to ensure that people have enough time to devote towards one position.

“It’s ludicrous to think that anyone can do both,” Cotter said.

Besterci held both positions over the summer.

“Neither position took much time. WMSC has only three bills a month and Class I Concerts only has bills when they have a concert. Depending on the paperwork it was no problem to do all of it,” said Besterci.

She explained that the only problems were complaints on behalf of SGA when she handed in her paperwork.

“The Purchase Requisitions were a little confusing for SGA because of the same name on papers for both organizations. The didn’t know which was for which. They asked General Manager of WMSC, Mike Hyde, why this was happening,” said Besterci.

Hyde, 22, and a senior at MSC said that “having two positions could not be effective because you’re just too busy.” He said that “the SGA’s decision was valid and that’s why I respected their request.”

The former treasurer prepared herself for the two positions by taking only 12 credits and not working. “I had half a week to do one and half a week to do the other. I could get everything done and have extra time left over. But my priorities changed in the summer when SGA’s President said no. I should do it,” said Besterci.

Kathleen Dillon, who was previously trained by Besterci, has been elected as the new treasurer for WMSC.

Students' gripes

Students have voiced their opinions about overcrowded classes to the Montclarion in hopes that some measures can be taken to resolve the situation.

“I have to run to class to get a seat, because there are 35 people in my Foundations of Western Civilization class,” said Susan Abplanalp, a senior Family Child Studies major. She said that students have to get chairs from other classrooms in order to sit in the Russ Hall classroom.

A graduate student who wishes to stay anonymous said that he has a counseling class that has 40 students in it and he is concerned about safety and fire hazards.

Kristen DiNovi, chair of Academic Affairs, said that students can hand in their grievances about overcrowded classes to her or to Vivian Rodriguez, President of Student Academic Affairs. Their office is located in the Student Center Annex room 112.
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YOGI BERRA'S FITNESS & RACQUETBALL CLUB
333 FAIRFIELD BUSINESS CAMPUS, ROUTE 46 WEST, FAIRFIELD, N.J. 07004

- Free Weights
- Daily Aerobics Classes
- Treadmills-Exercise Bikes
- Stair Climbers-Rowers
- Saunas-Whirlpools

Also Available
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- Tanning Salon

Use of Facilities
7 Days Per Week
No Long Term Commitment
Clean, Spacious Locker Rooms and Workout Areas
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CLUB's events limited in order to gain membership

by Glenn Steinberg

The College Life Union Board's (CLU B) programming has been limited for the month of October by the SGA. CLUB is a Class One organization of the SGA that presents different entertainment skits such as a comedy show or talent night for the benefit of the campus community, according to Sam Rock, president of CLUB.

According to Rock, the schedule for the month of October will be limited as a result of the small membership which they now have.

“We usually do several programs a month,” Rock said.

CLUB is now forced into recruiting members and forego programming for the month of October.

According to James Cotter, the SGA president, the constitution for Class One organizations states that there must be a minimum of 15 general members, excluding any executive-board members.

At the present, Rock said that he has 17 members, four of which are executive-board members, seven which are chairpeople and six general members, nine shy of the needed 15.

Rock said that because of the low membership, CLUB now has to put all of their effort into getting more members to join.

Rock did add that it was possible that they may present a comedy show on Oct. 25, because plans were made in advance and it could possibly recruit members.

Cotter said that from now until Oct. 10, CLUB's responsibility is Homecoming and from Oct. 11 to Nov. 1, their job is to recruit members.

Rock said he agreed that he needed more members, adding that 35-40 stable members would be good.

Rock did express mixed emotions though, stating that he was in a "Catch 22."

Rock said the best way to attract members is to put on big shows and without the big shows he is not sure if he could attract the members.

“To attract members,” Rock said, "there is not much more we can do."

He said they have had fliers up and set up tables out in the Student Center quad and now they will also make announcements on WMSC and hang sheets in the quad.
SURVEY SAYS

CHOCOLATE CHIP MINT
COOKIES & CREAM
CHUNKY CHOCOLATE

ALL BLENDED INTO

"THE MONTCLAIR TRUFFLE"

CHOCOLATE CHIP MINT ICE CREAM BASE
WITH
MELTED CHOCOLATE CHIP LIQUOR
ACCOMPANIED BY
WHOLE OREO COOKIES
AND
IMPORTED VAN LEER WHITE CHOCOLATE

PRESENTED TO YOU BY
MONTCLAIR STATE DINING SERVICES
ALDAN DINING FOOD SERVICE, INC.
&
DAIRYLAND

(LOCATED IN THE STUDENT CENTER CAFETERIA)

ALSO DON'T MISS OUT ON OUR NEW
MSC REFILL MUGS

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A $3.00 MUG
RECEIVE $.75 REFILLS ON SODA & COFFEE
FOR THE ENTIRE SEMESTER!!!
(INITIAL FILL WITH PURCHASE OF MUG IS $.75)

(FOR EVERY MUG PURCHASED ALDAN DINING SERVICES, INC. WILL BE DONATING
$.10 TO THE CONSERVATION CLUB. IN ADDITION YOU WILL NOT ONLY BE HELPING
THE SCHOOL, BUT WILL ALSO HELP THE ENVIRONMENT BY CUTTING DOWN ON
DISPOSABLE WASTE)
"It's not going to be an orgy, it's a toga party!"

Don't panic. You can still take the GRE.

Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Relax. With the new on-demand GRE®, you could be taking the test as early as tomorrow. And since you choose the date, you can test at your best. You can even see your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days later, in plenty of time for most school deadlines. Call now for complete information and instant registration.

Sylvan Technology Centers®
Part of the Sylvan Learning Center Network

1-800-GRE-A.S.A.P.

12 Free College Credits Per Semester at over thirty New Jersey institutions of higher learning.

The New Jersey Army National Guard in cooperation with over thirty New Jersey Institutions of higher learning offers you the chance to receive up to 12 tuition-free college credits per semester. In addition, the New Jersey Army National Guard will pay you up to $500 per month with the Montgomery G.I. Bill. To qualify, you must be a high school graduate or equivalent and a member of the National Guard in good standing. This is a great opportunity to serve your country, earn a good part-time salary and enjoy the benefits of a higher education.

Call your local recruiter for more information or call:

NEW JERSEY 1-800-792-8396

The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
The Prophet interviews a Hollywood legend

by Kevin Schwobel

Welcome, loyal readers, to another classic, episodic adventure that I like to call PROPHET BIGG!

Once again I had the opportunity to sit down with a famous personality. Well, actually, a famous personality who photographed other famous personalities.

His name is Gerasimos Livitsanos and I sat down with him at a showing of his work at the Lena DiGongi Gallery and studio in West Paterson.

Q- You have met quite a number of famous people.

G.L.- Well, I've shot a lot of negatives. I did it for a period in the '50s into the '60's.

These were all appointments and we met them at different awards and premieres.

We would do things three or four months in advance. We'd do a Christmas shot in August or July.

We'd go to their homes and they'd show us around the house and what they do when they're there.

Q- Two of the many people I recognized in your work were Jane and Audrey Meadows.

G.L.- Well, I did a series on them. They lived together and they were actually born and raised in China.

We never got to do Jackie Gleason though. I think he was more of a private person. I mean, you never see anything about his family life.

Eddie Fisher was public, so we were able to shoot him, Gleason was not.

Q- Your photographs have opened in many magazines including Life...

G.L.- Well, it was a group of magazines. We'd do a story and it would go to several magazines: Life, Sports Illustrated.

I think for about 10, 12 years I was in seven or eight magazines everyday. There wasn't a day that went by that I wasn't in some magazine.

Q- How did you get into all of this?

G.L.- I was studying engineering but I never made out on it. I graduated [from] Rutgers and all that stuff.

It (photography) was a hobby for me, so a friend of mine asked me if I wanted to take some pictures for travel brochures. I said sure and made 192 voyages on the big ships of the world.

Q- Do you see any of these people anymore? Do they remember you?

G.L.- Some of them remember me.

Q- Is there any body that you didn't photograph that you wish you could have or still would like to?

G.L.- I would like to do a series on Madonna. But I'd like to do it the way I'd like to do it. Marlene Ditchich also.

Q- Do you recall how many people you've photographed?

G.L.- No. In fact sometimes I go through my negatives and I find someone who I forgot I ever shot (laughter)!

It has been said that anybody who is anybody has been photographed by Livitsanos. I was honored to be one of them.

Batman 3 will not be directed by Tim Burton. That is the bottom line from Warner Bros. who were not happy with the job done on Batman Returns.

They have decided to give the job over to Joel Schumachers (Dying Young, The Lost Boys).

Burton, however, will direct, should he decide to, the Catwoman movie now being developed.

Art festival to bridge racial gap

by College Press Service

CLEMSON, S.C.- Can art help bridge the differences between the races? That is the kind of question that will be raised during Clemson University's first Festival of African-American Literature and the Arts to explore the role of race in novels, films and other art forms.

The Oct. 20-24 festival will feature playwright Alice Childress, novelist Dori Sanders and poet Nikki Giovanni, who

Please turn to BOOK, page 11

Book Review: Memoirs stir questions

by Ericka Schicke

The Daily Cougar

The University of Houston

Special to the College Press Service

Like many of the disenfranchised who travelled railroads to liberation in the 19th century, Jill Nelson is a person in whose arms she could find security and relative peace, a rescuer.

Nelson's steamy memoir titled "Volunteer Slavery" has caused a stir among journalists of all colors, tells the story of a black bourgeois "princess" who, much to her chagrin, discovers the Washington Post mirrors society at large.

The autobiography, subtitled "My Authentic Negro Experience," is told within a frame of interviews. Her story is told chronologically, beginning first with Former Post Editor Ben Bradlee.

She writes of talking high society with Bradlee and, wearing a blue suede dress and tight high heels, positioning herself as a potential feature writer for the Post's Sunday magazine.

Nelson writes with a mixture of sarcasm and witticisms, an incredible sense of humor and brutal honesty. But Nelson, who arrived at the paper in 1985 and stayed until 1990, failed to realize what she was getting herself into when she decided to write for the paper.

Much of the book focuses on her highly dysfunctional family, which includes two drug addicts, a Jack Daniels-drinking mother, Nelson's self-centered daughter (who wants to cast her mother as Claire Huxtable), a father who is tired of putting on airs, and Nelson herself, who makes the foolish moves only a novice is expected to make.

Nelson devotes about half of the book to discussing family history and the Nelson way of doing things. Little space is devoted to the work she did at the Post. Either her stories did not pan out, or the work was stripped of Nelson's voice when it was published.

The passion she had as a free-lancer for the "Village Voice" and "Essence" is gone by the time she entered the Washington hall of the Fourth Estate.

Nelson's analysis of management problems and leadership types is one of "Slavery's" significant features. However, she makes several false moves.

Please turn to BOOK, page 11
The Couch Potato Update

by George Oleshowski

What is the future of the future?

The 24th Century, regrettably, has a limited lifespan on television. Of course, I am talking about Star Trek, in all its incarnations, Deep-Space Nine and The Next Generation. ST: TNG is being voluntarily axed next June for good. No one expected it to go for seven seasons (an impressive run for any series), and after the Enterprise makes its final space dock, it is off to the universe of movies, like the original cast has been doing since 1979. And yes, Virginia, there is a Star Trek VII.

DS9, however, has a history of being a bit bland. The first season was so-so, and the most exciting episodes so far have been the Bajoran religious faction planning a coup and the ousting of the Starfleet presence from Bajor. Rick Berman, successor to the late Great Bird of the Galaxy Gene Roddenberry, has a few ideas to jumpstart DS9.

Being a guest-star on any Trek episode is almost a personal status symbol, next to having your own series, of course. TNG has attracted Corbin Bernsen, Whoopi Goldberg, and Dwight Schultz, and DS9's guest list so far includes Frank Langella (Jesus), Richard Beymer (Twin Peaks), Louise Fletcher (One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest) and Steven Weber (Wings), all as Bajorans.

I mentioned the upcoming coup; the third of the three partner will be airing this Sunday. If the series doesn't get any better, they at least have one strong grace-TNG is off the air except in reruns in June 1994. Also, DS9 will have a new crew of bad guys to join the Cardassians to come across the wormhole. Even the Trek mucky-mucks don't know what they're getting in September.

Michael Piller said they might be called The Dominion.

But, let's be reasonable here. I like Trek in all its forms, more than others. So do a lot of people. Let's face it- Trek's heyday is almost up. Fans clomored for a new series, and they got it- TNG. They still wanted more, and they got DS9. After DS9 runs its course, I have serious doubts that Trek will have other incarnations. I have no doubt that the Trek universe will continue to grow, and be no less entertaining than it is now. It just won't be on television. DC Comics has been putting out some damn good Trek comic books, and Pocket Books has been putting out at least two new Trek books a month- one the original cast, one TNG. DS9 books haven't caught on as much as the other two have, but give it time. But further than that, where will it go?

Off to the movies it goes, Star Trek VII is the last and absolute final Trek movie with the original cast. It sounds morbid as all hell, but after ST VII, I don't expect most of the original cast to live for too much longer. James Doohan, Leonard Nimoy, and Deforest Kelley are all in their 60's or above, with the others not too far behind. Then again, Patrick Stewart isn't exactly a spring chicken, but he stands a better chance than, say, Dr. McCoy. Then Star Trek: The Next Generation- The Motion Picture, et al begins. But after TNG and DS9 warp off in the sunset, I think Paramount will have to find a new blockbustar (as well as cash cow) to send off to where there no one has gone before.

See you next week.

Art, from page 10

will discuss their work, and an art exhibit and jazz and gospel concerts. Hany Gantt, former mayor of Charlotte, N.C., will deliver the welcoming remarks. In 1963, Clemson University was the first college in the South to be integrated peacefully by Gantt, then an architecture student.

While Clemson is proud of that heritage, it doesn't consider itself a model of race relations. "Like all campuses, we have had our share of racial tension and dissonance," said Dean of Liberal Arts Robert Waller. "Clemson took the lead in 1963, and we'd like to do it again, with some honest talk about the issues that are shaping our country's future. This festival is an attempt to show that bridges are being built."

REVIEW: Bad Behaviour- Look Ma, no script!

by Mark Loughlin

If you're getting a bit fed up with what American films have to offer lately, then perhaps you should take a trip into the city and catch Les Blair's Bad Behaviour. Yes, that's o-u-r. This is an English film and they have a tendency to misspell words. Bad Behaviour deals with an Irish husband and wife, living in an English suburb and some of the challenges they face being what could be termed a "successful" couple.

To be honest, that is all that I can tell you without either making it seem terribly uninteresting, or just making a fool out of myself. This being a film that was conceived and shot outside of the United States, it is character driven, rather than plot driven. But what characters!

The great Stephen Rhea makes a nice comedic turn from The Crying Game, by playing Gerry, a city planner, whose wife (Sinead Cusack) is becoming a little disenchanted with their life. Their two sons are still in the growing-up stages, and their financial situation is such that they won't be jetting off to the Mediterranean any time soon. Bad Behaviour chronicles about four days in the life of this couple.

If you look closely at the credits, you will notice that there is no writer listed. That's because it was filmed in an improvisational style that was based on a two page outline from director Blair. Supposedly, there were many rehearsals, so by the time it was filmed, the actors knew their characters intimately.

Whatever happened, the result is exhilarating. Rhea gives such a warm and beguiling performance that it is not hard to see how one of his young colleagues could be taken with him. Cusack, looking very much like Miranda Richardson, becomes more and more attractive as the movie progresses. She changes not just physically, but also emotionally, as she begins to realize that her family is a much better deal than she expected.

There is a small subplot involving a scheming, land developing neighbor, but it is all on a personal level, giving it a higher degree of believability. Forget all the Hollywood hype, this is the most profamily movie of the year! Bad Behaviour contains a remarkable and uplifting finale that begins with Cusack and her friend at a salsa dance, where she has a strange encounter. Meanwhile, at home, Gerry is watching the kids. Later on, when Gerry goes to retrieve the cat that the women abandoned, you realize that you are seeing a decent man who truly loves his family. Actions speak louder than words.

So remember, Bad Behaviour. It's one of the reasons we must venture away from the multiplex every once in a while. Did I mention that it was funny, too?
NEW IN OCTOBER!

Book of Artifacts

Learn the secrets to artifacts, the most magical items of all in the AD&D® game! This hardbound rulebook from TSR, Inc. has 160 pages of detailed information on these and other treasures and even tells how to create them.

Available at:
TIME WARP COMICS AND GAMES
584 POMPTON AVE. CEDAR GROVE, NJ 07009
Phone 857-9788
MON - FRI 11am to 9pm, SAT & SUN 11am to 6pm

BUY ANY LARGE SANDWICH GET THE SECOND OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE

Must show Student ID to receive this offer.
Offer good Friday & Saturday Night - 10 pm - 2 am.
Not good in combination with any other offer.
Offer Expires; 12/31/93

Roy Roger's
Route 46 East brewertown Road
Little Falls, NJ

EARN EXTRA INCOME!!!

PART AND FULL TIME
CASHIERS AND SALES

-COMPETITIVE SALARIES!
-Flexible hours--
-No late nights!
-Merchandise discounts!
-CONVENIENT, PLEASANT LOCATION!
-Daily incentives!

We are a leading retailer of better clothing and are seeking aggressive, responsible individuals for our location in SECaucus. To set up an immediate interview call Susan (201) 319-0909 x176.

HARVE BENARD

COOL Paging

In the life of a college student, time is a precious commodity. You find yourself going in ten different directions, writing papers, meeting with professors, holding down a job and trying to maintain a half way decent social life.

To simplify this crazy existence Motorola offers the ultimate in pagers. Not only are the BRAVO EXPRESS and Lifestyle pagers ultra functional but they look outrageously cool!

Advanced Digital Paging
Wayne, NJ

Monthly Service As Low As
$6.95
1-800-735-2832

TOWN PUB

378 Broad Street
Bloomfield, N.J.
(201) 743-9557

Thursday College Night Special Drink Prices with College ID
$5.00 Pitchers of Beer
$1.50 Bar Drinks
$1.00 Test Tube Shooters
$.75 Draft Beers
$5.00 Large Pizza Pie

50 Cent Kamakazis 10 P.M. - Midnight
Special Packages Available for Groups, Fraternities & Sororities Watch for our special theme 19 to dance 21 & over to rock

D.J. Music all night long New Dance Floor
The In Place To Be In Bloomfield
Monday Night Football
Super Extraananza
$1.00 Drafts & Hot Dogs
$.10 Buffalo Wings

Penny Pitchers of Beer at 1/2 time (when you buy one at regular price) All NFL Games aired on Sunday on our Large Screen Satellite T.V.'s
Think Quick

CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS

When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in study guides: Cliffs Notes.

Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid understanding of introductory college courses. They are perfect for use as general course notes and for review before quizzes, midterms and finals.

Do better in the classroom, and on papers and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

COLLEGE STORE
201-655-4310

BIOLOGY • CALCULUS • CHEMISTRY • ECONOMICS • PHYSICS • STATISTICS

NEW

M.S. in Management
At the NY/NJ Metro Area's Largest Comprehensive Technological University
School of Industrial Management

To Manage Today's Organizations, You Must Manage Tomorrow's Technology.
New Jersey Institute of Technology
M.S. in Management, School of Industrial Management
• 10 credits, most specializations
• Part-Time or Full-time
• Areas of Specialization
NEW Environmental Management
Financial Management
Human Resource Management
NEW Information Systems Auditing
Information Systems Management
NEW International Business
Marketing Management
Operations Management and Systems Transportation Management
• NEW Dual Degree: M.S. in Management/ M.S.
NEW Dual Degree: M.S. in Management/ M.S. in Manufacturing Engineering Systems
• Faculty with Excellent Academic and "Real World" Credentials
• Computing-Intensive Campus
• Graduate Cooperative Education
• Location in the University Heights Section of New Jersey's Largest and Most Important Corporate City

OF SPECIAL INTEREST!
Weekend M.S. in Management
All courses offered during the day on Saturdays and Sundays.

For program information, contact:
Prof. Bill Worrell, Program Director
M.S. in Management
School of Industrial Management
(201) 596-3262 FAX: (201) 596-3074

For application materials, contact:
Office of University Admissions
(201) 596-3460 FAX: (201) 596-3461
Toll-free in NJ: 1 (800) 222-NJIT

A Public Research University
University Heights, Newark, New Jersey 07102

NJIT does not discriminate on the basis of sex, sexual orientation, race, handicap, veteran's status, national or ethnic origin or age in the administration of student programs.

Connections Tavern
501 Van Houten Ave.
Clifton, NJ

TUESDAY:
Open Mic Jam
Beat the Clock Draft Specials
25¢ Drafts 8:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.
50¢ 9:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.
75¢ 10:00 P.M. - 12:00 A.M.
FREE 12:00 A.M. TO CLOSING

WEDNESDAY:
V.I.P. Night
VIP Cardholder Drink Special
And Single Elimination Pool Play At 9:00 P.M.

THURSDAY:
The Hottest Thursday
Anywhere!

FRIDAY:
The Best Local Rock & Metal Bands in New Jersey

SATURDAY:
The Best Alternative Bands In The Tri-State Area

DIRECTIONS
Rt. 28 W to Van Houten Ave. make right at light
Van Houten about 3 miles on right.
Rt. 40 W to Van Houten Ave. make right down about a mile on right.
Rt. 40 E to Rt. 46 E
Rt. 46 E to Van Houten Ave., make right off ramp then quick left at light down Van Houten about 2 miles on right.
Rt. 40 W to Van Houten Ave., make right down about a mile on right.
Rt. 46 E to Rt. 46 E
Rt. 40 W to Van Houten Ave., make right off ramp then quick left at light down Van Houten about 2 miles on right.

Connections Tavern is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray, and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

Call: 1-800-888-4777 or Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West 84th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55431
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The content of character, not color of skin

The Last Word
by Kevin Colligan

As editorial editor it is my job to reflect the collective views of our staff in our the paper's main editorial. Occasionally, however, I feel so strongly about an issue that I must take it upon myself to bump one of my columnists over a week and express my views in a forum untouched by the heartfelt opinions of others. If you picked up this week's paper hoping to read Frank Fleischman's From the Left, I'm afraid you'll have to wait a week. My apologies to Frank.

If you turn the page and take a look at the letters the paper has received this week, you'll notice an overall theme. 'The Montclarion is racist. The paper is racist because it reported on the coach Blanton story. The paper is racist because it chastised the college's black president for his participation in the Miss America Pageant. If one also considers complaints about cartoons poking fun at slaves and throw-away lines concerning the economic condition of Somalia it would seem the editors are conspiring to rename the paper the Mont-Ku-Klux-Klarton.'

Before anyone starts a picket line, however, I suggest they try to set aside their bruised feelings and take a rational look at the situation.

To this point, there has been no scientific discovery linking the existence of melenin in one's skin to the existence of a teflon coating around their character. President Reid and Coach Blanton are two high-profile, public figures in the MSC campus community. Therefore, their actions, or actions taken against them, are newsworthy.

The North Jersey Herald & News put the coach Blanton on the front page of their Sept. 28 issue. Clearly, if an outside newspaper found the story to merit front page space, it merits at least the same treatment in a newspaper devoted almost exclusively to the news of this college. For anyone to argue that the Montclarion was guilty of sensationalism with the story or its front page photograph should sit in on one of the college's journalism classes.

To object to the news story as racist simply because it reflected badly upon an individual who happens to be black is ludicrous.

"People have a right to voice their opinions, but... Dr. Reid should be shown the respect he deserves as the most prominent Africa-American on campus," writes Erik Hunter, the director of Stone Hall. Should he? Are we to handle the president of this institute with kid gloves simply because of his race? This call for special treatment on the basis of ethnicity is, by its very nature, racist. It redefines traditional standards of conduct along a sliding racial scale. An attitude of this kind harkens back to a different time in when non-whites were treated with condescendence because "they didn't know any better."

The sole criteria for the editorial content of this or any newspaper must be this: Is it newsworthy? If a person, or actions of a person, involved in a potential news story will in some way impact the lives of a publication's readership, it must be reported. The Montclarion, so long as I have any influence over the organization, will not dole out special consideration to any public official for any reason.

No person, regardless of his or her race, regardless of outside political pressure, will be considered untouchable. If that were the case, the Montclarion would cease to be an exercise in journalism and become an exercise in public relations.

Stop, you're killing me!

Reflections
by Lisa Cohn

Beginning next week, the English department will be distributing razor blades.

As Wheaton English class in high school was a fine example. Every book we read had something to do with death and dying. The only book I liked that year was The Crucible, mainly because the people were actively killing each other instead of depressing themselves to death. At least those people didn't want to die. Our final exam in that class included an essay on which piece we enjoyed the most. I answered Thoreau's Walden, because it was the only one that didn't mention death. I must have read it too quickly. It seems that he didn't want to rest on the green grass (as I thought) and enjoy nature; he wanted to be under the grass. That was truly the most depressing class I've had yet, although many of my English classes have been trying to break it's record.

Although I haven't yet had one of my poems published in a school literary magazine, I have noticed that most of them seem to be following the tradition of depressing imagery. One editor of a literary magazine told me once that they considered my poem because it was the only cheerful one they received (that wasn't the only reason they considered it, it was a good poem).

This morbid concentration on death and dying is not healthy. I'm sure many doctors have told their patients that they should think happy. I read one book in which a doctor said, "I would never tell a patient I couldn't cure them. Half the time, they wind up curing themselves." When all you can think about is your own death, you're missing out on your life. In addition, it's an insult to the people who gave you life (and to whatever Deity you believe made your life possible).

Instead of moaning and groaning about how short your life may be, concentrate on living that life. Make the most of the time you do have. Why is it that so many people can't appreciate life until they're about to die? Anyone of those who are dying would willingly trade for your health. A healthy life is a precious gift, don't waste it by failing to appreciate it.

Biting the hand that feeds you!

Before President Bush left office last January, he sent troops to Somalia to end anarchy in what could only have been loosely described as a war, although warily, seemed to generally approve of this human rights disaster. Americans have been shocked by the stark images of death and hopelessness flickering nightly on our television screens, with grateful Somalians tearfully thanking their American saviors. Somalia's worst has returned. In the next instant, we see video of Somalians beating, degrading and dragging the remains of guerrillas in the rural villages of the country still loyal to various factions. According to the New York Times, the Somalians have been的利益.

The sad fact is that America and the UN undertook this operation to gain the freedom of the world's most remote and most dangerous region. The guerrillas' victory over the American forces was a victory for the people of Somalia and the rest of the world.

Farah Aaid, the leader of the revolution, has not only won the war, but he has also defeated the United Nations. The Somalians have been fighting for their independence for over 20 years. They have been fighting for their lives, their freedom, and their future. The United Nations has not only failed to help them, but it has actively worked against them. Farah Aaid, the leader of the revolution, has not only won the war, but he has also defeated the United Nations. The Somalians have been fighting for their independence for over 20 years. They have been fighting for their lives, their freedom, and their future. The United Nations has not only failed to help them, but it has actively worked against them.
When is a person complete? Graduation does not exactly certify that you have reached your peak of maturity. Notice some of MSC’s fine graduates as they linger still in our halls, lost, incomplete, and ungrown. Where is the bar that we can cross, Tennyson, here, while we are alive, so that we may understand better the changes we are experiencing? I am unable in classrooms to travel beyond any sunset. In fact, I am hindered by those walls, made to see things in a given merited way, unable to think for myself, buried alive under deadlines and chapters to read. I have not realized, during these four years that have turned the advanced age of twenty two, that I am almost finished with my education, and that I am actually going to live for myself within a few months. Live for myself?

At the Gold Star diner just last Monday night, my boyfriend, casually spooning his favorite turkey dinner into his mouth said, “I think it’s time we move in together.” What? My libido was fine, but all I could think of were the lines of priests my mother would be sending to our apartment.

As I spin this around in my head, Oprah is engaged in interviewing young women bound not to ever love again, their heartbreak having crippled them at thirty. Virtually dead, never having sought to find themselves, they

looked toward men to fulfill their questioning. Commercials intervene and spout continuously where I should be. “Be young, Have fun. Drink Pepsi.” “What is that?” “Right now, Hey! It’s your tomorrow, it means everything.”

Maturity comes with the separation of family and the renewal of your own individualism. But how far is enough? Where is that bar that distinguishes enlightenment and freedom from failure and poor choices? Is God an actual option we changed.

c display of savagery paraded before the jaded eyes of Americans have been forced to bear witness to a mob of barbarous dragging the remains of an American serviceman through the next instant, we see videotape of a captured American being

and the UN undertook this mission in order to help a to have those people turn viciously upon them. Never has the ds you” been more appropriate. America has offered her best to lost in return. The guerrillas loyal to renegade warlord Mohamed generous hearts of this country. The population of Somalia not thing affair, by standing idly by, have lost any claim to our sympa-

ecessary action to gain the freedom of our captured GI’s, then

I lay the carpet on my new apartment floor, between parental expectation and my own reality.
Dear George [Calle]:

As editor-in-chief of a well-read news publication, I feel it is your job to take consideration the sensitivity of your readers. It seems to me the short period of time since I've been here at MSC that the Montclarion shows a lack of sensitivity to the issues which affect the African-American population on this campus.

In the Sept. 30 issue of the Montclarion comic section, The Far Side's depiction of a slave ship with "asparagus slave" is insulting to me as an African-American. It not only shows a lack of understanding of what my people had to go through, but also a lack of insensitivity to the 45 million Africans who died during slave trade. Slavery is not something which should be made light of to the issues which affect the African-Americans, it only mocks it.

In addition, I feel it's one thing to publish peoples opinion, people have a right to voice their opinions, but its another thing to take open shots at the president of this institution in your editorials. Dr. Reid should be shown the respect he deserves as the most prominent African-American on campus, and not depicted as a sexist who is insensitive to women, and an cheap thrill seeker. This is the impression I got from the cartoon of Dr. Reid at the beauty contest.

Finally the Sept. 30 edition of "Montclair State's Most Wanted" (the comic section, The Far Side's depiction of a slave ship with "asparagus slave") was so furious that before I began to write this response it took me at least an hour and a half to calm down.

To the Editor,

As I read your [Editor-in-chief, George Calle]'s article in the Sept. 30 edition, I was so furious that before I began to write this response it took me at least an hour and a half to calm down.

The better-equipped slave ships, of course, always carried a Copenhagen.

Reader Erik Hunter was insulted by this Gary Larson comic strip edition with John Blanton's picture on the front page. This is not the post office so why must this man's picture be plastered all over campus before he is given a fair trial? Has anyone considered what this could do to this man's career and more importantly his family? I guess not. By the way I missed the article on Bob Gieza, or wasn't there a picture of him available? If you going to call what the Montclarion does as reporting the news at least be consistent. I'm really tired of picking up the Montclarion and seeing African-American people depicted as rapist, perverts and chattel. Journalism such as this gives the Montclarion the credibility of Mad Magazine or The National Enquirer. I think the Montclarion should review the journalism guide on ethics and common decency, or maybe look in the mirror and "check yourselves."

Erik Hunter
Director of Stone Hall

Dear George [Calle]:

In the Sept. 30 issue of the Montclarion, the Far Side's depiction of a slave ship with "asparagus slave" is insulting to me as an African-American. It not only shows a lack of understanding of what my people had to go through, but also a lack of insensitivity to the 45 million Africans who died during slave trade. Slavery is not something which should be made light of to the issues which affect the African-Americans, it only mocks it.

In addition, I feel it's one thing to publish peoples opinion, people have a right to voice their opinions, but its another thing to take open shots at the president of this institution in your editorials. Dr. Reid should be shown the respect he deserves as the most prominent African-American on campus, and not depicted as a sexist who is insensitive to women, and an cheap thrill seeker. This is the impression I got from the cartoon of Dr. Reid at the beauty contest.

Finally the Sept. 30 edition of "Montclair State's Most Wanted" (the comic section, The Far Side's depiction of a slave ship with "asparagus slave") was so furious that before I began to write this response it took me at least an hour and a half to calm down.

To the Editor,

As I read your [Editor-in-chief, George Calle]'s article in the Sept. 30 edition, I was so furious that before I began to write this response it took me at least an hour and a half to calm down.

The better-equipped slave ships, of course, always carried a Copenhagen.

Reader Erik Hunter was insulted by this Gary Larson comic strip edition with John Blanton's picture on the front page. This is not the post office so why must this man's picture be plastered all over campus before he is given a fair trial? Has anyone considered what this could do to this man's career and more importantly his family? I guess not. By the way I missed the article on Bob Gieza, or wasn't there a picture of him available? If you going to call what the Montclarion does as reporting the news at least be consistent. I'm really tired of picking up the Montclarion and seeing African-American people depicted as rapist, perverts and chattel. Journalism such as this gives the Montclarion the credibility of Mad Magazine or The National Enquirer. I think the Montclarion should review the journalism guide on ethics and common decency, or maybe look in the mirror and "check yourselves."

Erik Hunter
Director of Stone Hall

Blanton victim of racism

To the editor:

We want everyone to know that we as a chapter love and support our coach John Blanton and his family during this time of turmoil. We will no longer tolerate people here at MSC attacking our brother and friend. Furthermore, we find it disgraceful appalling that every year there is an attempt to discredit, destroy and unemploy Mr. Blanton.

Coach Blanton has been a very positive force since he arrived at MSC in 1988. In spite of the manufactured controversy surrounding him John Blanton has actively assisted, counseled and support the endeavors of the students. In addition, he has demanded that his athletes not only be outstanding on the track, but more importantly, in the classroom. He and his assistant coaches have made it a requirement that their athletes attend study hall sessions several times per week. For MSC athletics, in particular male sports, this was a very bold and revolutionary concept. Furthermore, under Coach Blanton's leadership, the track and field program has gained national attention for its outstanding achievements.

In closing, we ask that people who know Coach Blanton, rally around him and his family. We want everyone to know that we as a chapter love and support our coach John Blanton and his family. The alleged victim also deserves to be supported by those that know her. We also need to remember that we only have allegations before us, no proven facts, and we should be slow to judge. I hope that instead of becoming another scornful event in the African-American community we can use this as an example of how through unity, love and respect we can help those affected to heal and grow.

Erica S. Smith
O.S.A.U. President

OSAU Prez stresses unity

I would like to see the African-Americans on this campus exemplify more Afrocentric behavior. Instead of engaging in rhetoric and conversation about the answers to questions which are unknown, we should try to break away from the division that is provoked and expected of us by some. We should take a more communal stance on this issue because no matter what the outcome is, there is still going to be hurt and scars to deal with. It is up to us to be supportive of our friend Mr. Blanton and his family. The alleged victim also deserves to be supported by those that know her. We also need to remember that we only have allegations before us, no proven facts, and we should be slow to judge. I hope that instead of becoming another scornful event in the African-American community we can use this as an example of how through unity, love and respect we can help those affected to heal and grow.

Erica S. Smith
O.S.A.U. President

Piss-poor editor-in-chief angers "Woman of Color"

To the Editor,

As read your [Editor-in-chief, George Calle]'s article in the Sept. 30 edition, I was so furious that before I began to write this response it took me at least an hour and a half to calm down.

What high hole did you get off of when you wrote this? I'm not referring to the part on Willoughby's. I don't give a damn about it! I'm talking about your comment on Somalia. Did you have to go there when you indirectly called it a "piss-poor barren land!" I think not. At first I thought, "well maybe he's bored with playing himself so he wrote this." I don't think that's the case.

Before that "so long" George Bush packed his bags and left the White House (which should be painted black), he decided to send out, or should I say "the," American troops into Somalia. Being the liar and conniving American man that he is, he knew well and before about the situation going on over there. Besides, American troops should be there and fighting as American soldiers to help make up for its (America) years of forceful human bondage, hate, greed and corruption.

By the statement "We have no interest in Somalia." may be true for you and any other nonchalant arrogant ass whose head is too much which causes you to make statements like you did. This is only the feeding fuel for others like myself to hate! Had it been directed toward America, although I can relate, I'm not American therefore I wouldn't really give a hoot. I say this because America is one "piss (take away poor barren land." With its War, corruption, hate and greed.

You see with people like you God gives me strength to feel pity on and the other "piss-poor barren place is your arrogant and ignorant ass mind! "Hey George, Back to Africa." Signed,

A Woman of Color

Letter Policy

The Montclarion invites its readers to share their views with the campus community. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number for verification purposes only.

Letters can be mailed to: "Letters to the Editor" The Montclarion, MSC, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043-3 or hand-delivered to our office in rm. 113 Student Center Annex.
NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS WHO WILL BE RETURNING IN THE WINTER SESSION 1994 AND/OR SPRING SEMESTER 1994

Registration for the Winter Session and Spring Semester 1994 will occur simultaneously between October 12-28, 1993.

All students who are enrolled for the Fall 1993 and who are eligible to return for the Winter or Spring 1994 had a Registration Appointment Card mailed to them during the week of September 27, 1993.

Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits were assigned an in person registration appointment day and time. Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students were assigned a range of dates during which they should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.

Cards were not generated for students on the January 1994 Graduation list. Students who are graduating in January and who wish to register for Winter or Spring 1994 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 655-4376, for direction.

Students who did not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements, who had an outstanding financial obligation to the College, or who had an outstanding high school transcript with the Admissions Office were not sent their cards. These students must report to either the Basic Skills Office, the Business Office, or the Admissions Office to obtain their card.

You must have this card in order to register.

No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card. Registration forms submitted to the office will not be processed without the Registration Appointment Card attached.

STUDENTS WHO DID NOT RECEIVE A CARD OR WHO HAVE MISPLACED THEIR CARD SHOULD CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR IMMEDIATELY AT 655-4376.

PLEASE READ THE WINTER SESSION/SPRING SEMESTER 1994 SCHEDULE OF COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!!

It is available in the Student Center and the Office of the Registrar.

It contains the list of Winter and Spring 1994 course offerings.

You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book. It is for both Winter and Spring registration. The Registration Appointment Card, together with this form, will serve as your personal registration packet.

Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.
CLASSIFIEDS

CHILD CARE

Student needed to babysit 15 month-old boy in my Upper Montclair home, 2-3 full days per week. Walking distance from MSC. Call Beth: 509-0088.


Student to care for 5 year old in our Upper Montclair home. Thursday 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. References required. Call 783-3908.

Babysitter - Weekends, weekday evenings for girls 9,8,6 Reliable, sense of humor, kind, nonsmoker, own transportation. References. Call 746-7356.

P/T Female babysitter wanted for 2 young girls, occasional evenings and 2 Saturdays/month. Must speak good English, have own transportation, and have references. Fair Lawn area. Call 703-1711.

Babysitter, P.T., Monday &/or Friday am, call 694-0651, References required.

Babysitter wanted for 3 yr old girl in my Montclair home. Thursday 2-5:30pm. Experienced, nonsmokers with own transportation please. Call Laura 509-9033

HELP WANTED

Office help. Immediate openings available for data entry/clerical. Flexible hours. Call Ben Stanford at (201) 617-7921.

SPRING BREAK 7 nights from $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! NASSAU-PARADISE ISLAND-CANCUN-JAMAICA-SAN JUAN
Organize a small group-Earn FREE trip plus commissions! 1-800-GET-SUN-1

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send long SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. N17, P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.

For Rent

25x15 beautifully furnished, hotel-like room in pvt. home. Quiet, N/S. All utilities, garage included. Mature student preferred. 655-7559.

Two furnished rooms available for two young ladies 10 minutes away from college. Call Ms. Alicia Rehl 744-8925.

Available

GET CREDIT NOW! Ease bad credit & improve your credit rating. Get credit cards & bank loans. FREE Information 201-473-1760.

For Sale

189 Ford Mustang GT Convertible - Auto trans - power steering - tilt wheel - cruise control-all power options-am/fm stereo cassette-grand effects-52,000 miles $9500.00 or best offer. Call Peter 908-446-1174.

To Chrisey--I love you bab. Ready for the Haunted Homeymoon? Kevin

To my Columbian Fire-cracker--I really missed you. Don't leave me again O.K.? Love, Your Amazon.

Hi Kevy--I love you. The answer is yes. Here's looking at scary hayrides. Love, Baby-Chrisey

T--"I will be your comforter II will make it right!"

Liz--I hope you understand--THIS MEANS WARRII--see you at Willoughby's

Cey--I wish you the best of luck! Love, Chrisey

Cynthia--got a light?

Hey Fruitcake!--You left your sweatshirt in my room Saturday-pick it up-Dirtbag.

Theta-We're gonna kick ass at Homecoming! -Phi Sig

Mark & Ian--Can we order again - Pizza with mushroom! Love, Nelly and Jody

Donald Duck (Bohn 10th floor)--Can I be your Daisy? Blanton Admiring.

To Chrisy--I love ya baby. The staff of the Montclarion extends its warmest congratulations to George Kisman Jr. and Sandy Hoofnoff on their upcoming weddng and wish them love and happiness in their future.

Montclarion
LIZ VALANDINGHAM
for
HOMECOMING QUEEN

• AIX Vice Prez • '92- ’93
• AIX Chaplin • '93- '94
• AIX Fundraising Chair '91 - '93
• SGA legislator (3 1/2 yrs.)
• Presently SGA executive secretary
• Greek Council executive secretary • '92 - '93
• Member of Phi Alpha Delta (law Fraternity)

VOTE FOR THE PERSON WITH THE BEST QUALIFICATIONS!

Sponsored by AIX- Endorsed by:

AIX MONT CLARION S.G.A.
Spin Again, or Lose a Turn

DIRECTIONS: Following are the descriptions of 20 games. Name the games—and win!

1. Put hotels on large portions of Atlantic City.
2. Remove plastic organs with tweeters.
3. Fit geometric shapes into holes before “plunger” pops up.
4. Roll dice and assemble an insect.
5. Satisfy water cows craving for marbles.
6. Make way through confectionery landmarks.
7. Get a job, have kids, and drive a car.
8. Glide on a mat with colored dots, but don’t fall down.
9. Shout out a letter and a number and hope for a Hit, not a Miss.
10. Press levers to get all your balls on your opponent’s side.
11. Keep the kid from falling into the frozen pond.
12. It’s like Tiddly Winks with insects and trousers.
13. Hook together a long string of simians.
14. Do good things and climb up, do bad things and slide down.
15. Basis for bad movie with multiple endings.
16. Open the door and hope you don’t end up with a geek.
17. Flip small plastic disks into giant rotating orifice.
18. Build a Rube-Goldbergesque contraption to catch a rodent.
19. Throw beanbags at Tic-Tac-Toe board.
20. Land on another person’s piece to send them back home, then maniacally press the Pop-O-Matic bubble.

CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ ANSWERS

1. Monopoly
2. Operation
3. Perfection
4. Cootie
5. Hungry Hungry Hippos
6. Candy Land
7. (The Game of) Life
8. Twister
9. Battleship
10. Group Groop
11. Don’t Break the Ice
12. Ants In The Pants
13. Barrel of Monkeys
14. Chutes and Ladders
15. Clue
16. Mystery Date
17. Mr. Mouth
18. Mousetrap
19. Toss Across
20. Trouble
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Don't let ignorance be your enemy! Find out what "fetching" is before letting the plumber do it to you.

Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) This week will be devoted to affairs of the heart when the ghost of Bruce Lee yanks it from your chest and shows it to you while it's still beating.

Gemini: (May 21-June 21) A mysterious letter will arrive from an exotic place, but it's for your roommate.

Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Your career as an exotic dancer is cut short when a prankster removes your feet at the ankles.

Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Release the inner child within. Poop in your pants.

Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Quit your job at the dog Chew-ee factory and become Emperor of the Planet instead.

Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) The position of the planets increases your personal magnetism. This increases your popularity, but also makes shaving difficult.

Scorpio: (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Unite with the ancients through fashion. Wear sandals.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) It's a beautiful day for a walk, but you're locked in John Wayne Gacy's basement, so forget about it.

Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You try to help the less fortunate by volunteering at a soup kitchen, but some half-starved crazy will shove the soup ladle down your trachea.

Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Polar's position in the sky allows you to "score" with the opposite sex.

Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) You've got something to smile about, but don't, because then we'd have to see your mossy teeth.

Ruby Wyner-lo's weekly column is made possible through a grant from Waffle House family restaurants.

© 1993 by Onion Features Syndicate
ΔΦΕ sponsors
Angelina Chillemi

for Homecoming Queen '93

We Love You

ΔΦΕ is a class IV organization of the SGA
JOURNALISM COURSE

CHANGE

FOR SPRING 1994

Magazine Journalism (ENWR 315) WILL be offered in both afternoon and evening sections.

However, the evening section has been changed. It is now numbered ENWR 315-03 and will meet on M and W from 8-9:15 p.m.

(The section listed in "Schedule of Courses", ENWR 315-02 T,R 8-9:15 p.m., has been canceled.)

Journalism at Montclair State
MSC thwarts FDU-Madison, 22-12

by Brian Falsarano

Despite an uninspired and a seemingly nonchalant performance, MSC, aided by Darren Volker's 13-yard touchdown pass to Tyrone Rolls with 5:58 left in the fourth quarter, defeated upstart FDU-Madison, 22-12, in the 15th annual Pride Bowl at Sprague Field before a crowd of 7,105.

Football

That the Red Hawks (3-0) even won this game is amazing considering how flat they were at times. They were prone to big plays and just looked stunned that the Jersey Devils (2-1) could even play with them, let alone beat them.

"We thought they weren't going to give us a fight," said punter Darryl Pellegrino. "We thought we were better, much better."

If it wasn't for Keith Davis, MSC might still be wondering "what if." After numerous drives that amounted to little yardage and spurred little hope, it was Davis who brought his teammates and the fans back into the game.

Just before the seven minute mark, FDU quarterback Frank Plefka dropped off the line of scrimmage on third and 11 from his own 27. He proceeded to throw an errant pass which was tipped by Durell Rubinetti field goal with 14:03 to go in the fourth quarter, and Plefka then turned into what was literally a two-man drive.

He took a pass from Plefka at about the 50 after torching the entire MSC secondary and went untouched for his sixth touchdown of the season to give FDU a 12-9 lead.

A win may be a win, but this was as sloppy and disorganized as they come. The performance could be blamed on having two weeks off. Hell, it could even be blamed on the pre-game meal--maybe they didn't eat enough fiber.

But how could a team that looked so good in wins over nationally-ranked teams such as Cortland State and Ithaca be this rattled against a team on par with previous opponents?

Injuries continue to plague men's soccer

Red Hawks lose to Vassar, 2-1; hindered by loss of four starters

by Keith A. Idee

An old adage warns that "all good things must come to an end."

Head coach Rob Chesney and his MSC soccer team hope that the same is true for all bad things, especially losses and injuries.

The Red Hawks continued to struggle on Saturday, dropping a 2-1 decision in overtime to Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

MSC took an early first-half lead in the non-conference game on freshman Julian Roa's goal, but could not find the net again.

The Vassar defense tightened and held the MSC offense scoreless throughout the second half and overtime, while the offense scored two goals for the win.

The loss dropped the Red Hawks' record to 6-3-1 (2-1-1 NJAC). Although MSC held the lead early

"When you take away players like that, you are going to struggle."

on, Chesney felt that his team didn't come out ready to play. "Saturday was a bad one," said Chesney. "We played with a lack of intensity and pretty poorly overall."

Injuries have had a major effect on the team's performances over the past few weeks. Back Melkin Noriega and midfielder Alex Zapata have both missed extended periods due to their injuries. Forward Ricardo Jaramillo has missed two games due to strained ligaments in his ankle.

And All-America back Dom Bucci came out of the Vassar game with a minor injury.

Chesney refused to blame all of his team's problems on the injuries. "You don't replace guys like that," he said. "When you take away players like that, you are going to struggle. However, that doesn't excuse the lack of effort that we have been putting forth. Fortunately we have time to correct that problem."

The Red Hawks will get their opportunity to turn things around tonight when they take on SUNY-Albany to officially kick off Homecoming weekend at 7:30 p.m. The Great Danes are coming off of a recent win over No. 12 University of Rochester.

RED HAWKS NOTES....In earlier action last week, MSC shut out Rutgers Camden, 4-0....Three of the four injured players will return to action tonight. Bucci, Jaramillo and Zapata will be in the starting lineup, but Noriega's return is still in question....Forward Erik Neubart leads the NJAC in scoring with 14 goals and 31 points, including five game-winners....Goalkeeper Mark Williams is fifth in the NJAC in goals against average at 0.81....MSC leads the NJAC in goals and assists.
Profs teach MSC a lesson in field hockey, 1-0

by Glenn Steinberg

For some people, a victory is just not enough. Just ask Mary Marino, head coach of the Rowan College Profs.

The Profs (5-1, 2-1 NJAC) scored the only goal of the game when the NJAC scoring leader, Marni Henry, scored her 15th point of the season with 22:11 left in the first half to give them a 1-0 victory over MSC.

After the game, Marino showed her displeasure with her team's performance by making her team run laps around the field and do push-ups.

"They played as individuals, not as a team. They just want to give enough to get by," Marino said.

Marino believes the Lions are a talented team, but that they could do much better.

"They have the potential to be an outstanding team, and right now they're not doing that. I think MSC did a better job of playing as a team than Rowan did today," Marino said.

The Red Hawks (3-6, 1-3 NJAC) have now lost three in a row, and have been shut out in all of their losses. Their next opponent will be a home game against Kean College, whom they have already beaten on the road.

Red Hawks win pair, tie school win record

by Nicole Festa

The Red Hawks tied an MSC record for victories in a season this past Saturday by defeating Bloomfield College, 15-5, 15-11, 15-3, and Sacred Heart, 15-11, 15-10, over Bloomfield.

MSC's Karen Bouloucon tries to get the ball from a Rowan College player in Saturday's 1-0 Red Hawk loss as teammate Marriann Duca (19) looks on.

According to Brown, preparation was the biggest factor in the Rowan loss.

"We didn't prepare intensely enough during the week," Brown said on Saturday.

LuAnn Zullo, assistant coach of the Red Hawks, was pleased with the team's performance, however. "Rowan's a tough team; they're an excellent club. But they (MSC) played well today," Zullo said after the game.

Brown and Zullo agreed, though, that Katrina Anderson, a senior back performed well.

"Katrina always stands out. She's a big communicator on defense," Brown said. Zullo also added that Anderson was the heart of the defense, as she keeps everyone together.

Brown also said that Robyn White has been a solid force as a goalkeeper.

White, the starting goalie for the Red Hawks, has allowed an average of only 1.89 goals per game. She has also made 72 saves on the season and has posted two shutouts, a 4-0 victory over Manhattanville and a 1-0 win over Kean.

"The goal scored by Rowan was a very lucky one, none the less it was a goal," White said.

She believes that there is a big difference in this year's team from last year's.

"Last year we were individuals with a lot of talent," White said. "Now we are a team working together and using the talent we have to our benefit. We've all come to realize that there is no "I" in "Team," and our improvement from last year more than demonstrates it."
Red Hawks dodged bullet, but shouldn't have had to

by Keith A. Idee

The MSC football team learned a valuable lesson on Saturday night. Never underestimate your opponent.

Prior to Montclair's 22-12 comeback win in the 15th Annual Pride Bowl, the undefeated Red Hawks (3-0) made it clear that they were aware of FDU-Madison's abilities. But were they?

"If you go in with the idea that you're going to roll over somebody without playing up to your capabilities, it just doesn't happen," said MSC head coach Rick Giancola. Giancola knows that his team was lucky to squeak by, no less roll over it just doesn't happen," said MSC head coach Rick Giancola.

Pride Bowl Analysis

MSC beats FDU, from page 24

Frangipanne two-yard touchdown in the first quarter to open the scoring, it also had eight sacks and a big goal line stand.

Besides having a big game from Stowe, the Red Hawk defense was paced by defensive MVP Jeff Bargiel's three and a half sacks and consistent pressure, along with Mark Gatto's two sacks. The front seven were consistently in Plefka's face.

"Our defense kept us in the game," Pellegrino said. "It always does."

Davis also broke up a pass in the end zone in the first half on a fourth and goal from the MSC 2 to deny the Jersey Devils. Also, they thwarted what seemed to be a definite scoring drive, forcing Jason Herrick to attempt a 29 yard field goal.

Herrick, who already had two extra points blocked by Davis and Bargiel, respectively, had his attempt blocked by Bargiel, who also recovered the block. These blocks were as much to do anything on offense after Bargiel's block however.

MSC tied the game at six when Volker hit tight end Brian Ruane for a four-yard touchdown pass to cap an 11-play, 64 yard drive, which took up 4:25. Volker had the key play on the drive when he ran for six yards on a fourth and inches from the eight yard line.

RED HAWK NOTES..... Jermaine Johnson added a 33-yard interception return with :45 remaining to cap the scoring. Stowe had 12 tackles, a half of a sack (with Bargiel), an interception, and a pass defended. MSC is lucky to have the 1992 second team All-NJAC defensive back from Ramapo College, which dropped its football team.....Bargiel was named to the Division III Honor Roll along with Volker, and was named Co-Defensive Player of the Week in the NJAC.....Fullback John Culver had a tremendous game blocking for Jerry Martress and Neal Ruiz. He also had a key six-yard run on fourth and one from the FDU eight yard line.....This was the first game this year that MSC was beaten in time of possession (32:49 to 27:11) and that Martress (65 yards) did not have 100 yards rushing.....Volker threw his first two interceptions in the game. He was 12 of 20 for 98 yards and two touchdowns. He also rushed for 57 yards and was not sacked.....The attendance was the fourth highest ever at Sprague Field.....MSC is a 26-point favorite over Kean in the Dunkel ratings.
Air Jordan flies no more

Throughout his nine-year career he had always said that he was going to retire when he was still in the prime of his career.

In every sport players retire when they are virtually forced to, whether it's due to injury or diminishing skills or whatever. No one had ever just walked away because he felt like it. Until yesterday.

I guess that's what Michael Jordan is all about. He does things no one else can do.

No one dunks like he does. No one completely dominates a game like he does. No one is as smooth as him. No one is as calm, cool and collected as he is. No one has more admirers than he does.

That's what makes him Michael Jordan.

I never realized how odd the moment was, until I first heard that Jordan was going to announce his retirement from basketball the following morning.

He wins World Championships, he wins MVP's, he wins Olympic Gold Medals, he wins scoring titles. Why would he give it all up? The list in the previous paragraph actually explains it.

There's nothing left for Michael Jordan to accomplish on a basketball court. He's proven to the world that he is the best basketball player to have ever lived up a pair of sneakers. And those sneakers even bear his name. It's all anyone could ever ask for and he has lived it.

In yesterday's press conference, Jordan referred to an analogy that George Brett made when he announced his retirement a few weeks back. Jordan said, "When you ride a cyclone for nine years, you want to ride something else."

But Michael's been riding the Cyclone, not just any old rollercoaster. Anyway, what it comes down to is that Jordan has had enough. He still loves the game, but going to the arena every night just doesn't motivate him anymore. He's lost the desire to play an 82-game schedule in the regular season.

Also, he has gone through some very difficult times over the past three years and it has taken its toll on Jordan.

The murder of his father, James Jordan over the summer has had a traumatic effect on Jordan. He made it clear yesterday in the press conference that the death of his father was not the sole reason for his retirement. Maybe so, but obviously it has a lot to do with it. Jordan, 30, took solace in the fact that his father watched him play his last NBA game, in Game 6 of the NBA Finals on June 20.

Prior to his father's death, Jordan has had to deal with accusations from the likes of James "Slim" Bouler and Richard Esquinas. And of course there was his infamous late night trip to gamble at an Atlantic City casino after Game 1 of the Eastern Conference Finals against the Knicks in May.

These incidents, added to the fact that he can't go to the bathroom without someone knowing about it, have put Jordan in the position he is currently in. He is a prisoner of his own fame. And there's nothing he'll ever be able to do about it. It all comes with the territory.

Monday night I was talking with my friend Anthony about how unstoppable the Chicago Bulls were going to be this year. They added Toni Kukoc to compliment Jordan, Pippen, Grant and Armstrong. Plus, Jordan would want to dedicate the season to his father, right?

Not once did either of us stop to think that we would never see Michael Jordan on a basketball court again.

It's all pretty sad. Jordan has been the human phenomenon that my friends and I have grown up admiring. Everyone wants to "be like Mike." It's like a given.

But the time has come for Michael Jordan to do what's best for him.

Now he can spend time with his wife and children. He can be close with his family and they can help each other get through the trying experience of losing a loved one to such senseless brutality.

He can play golf or go to a casino whenever he feels like it.

He can almost be normal. Then again, if he was normal, he wouldn't be Michael Jordan.

Calling the shots.....

A word of advice for CBS regarding the baseball playoffs: Don't show Jane Fonda, the world's most sudden Atlanta Braves fan, at all during the Braves-Phillies series. I don't want to see her holding hands with Ted Turner, kissing Ted Turner, falling asleep (i.e. last year), doing aerobics or anything else. Because really, where was she a few years back?

You know, the years when there was always at least one NBA team that won more games in an 82-game season than the Braves did in a 162 game season.....Baseball predilection: Chicago over Toronto in seven games; Atlanta over Philadelphia in six games; Atlanta over Chicago in six games.....Some baseball awards for 1993. American League: MVP-Frank Thomas; Cy Young-Jack McDowell; Rookie of the Year-Tim Salmon. National League: MVP-Lenny Dykstra; Cy Young-Tom Glavine, Rookie of the Year-Mike Piazza.....Does anyone remember what I wrote about the Jets last week? If you do, forget it! It seems like they're the same old Jets, with the same old problems. Maybe it was a temporary lapse, but good football teams don't blow 21-0 leads and lose 35-30.....Have a nice week.
Thanks for the memories!

More on Jordan's shocking announcement
(Idec, p. 27)